
Welcome to 
Healthy 

Luxury 
Homes 

LIVE 
HEALTHY
Near Dahisar Check Post
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At Sanghvi S3 Group, the newly formed corporate brand of Sanghvi 

Group, we understand your world - Home. This is the most precious 

gift a person gives to his family in his lifetime. With a strong heritage of 

32 years, we believe that every home we build for our customers is 

to be treated as if it’s the only home we are creating. We feel 

privileged in partnering with our esteemed customers dream to 

create their Sweet Home. Our unique process of new home design 

and development engages our patrons on an intimate level, from 

inception of the concept plan, right through to the commencement of 

construction and to the delivery of home. We know the need and 

requirements of a family. Our team of professionals take all attention 

and care to fulfill expectations of our customers in a cost effective way. 

To us, this is Shaping Smart Spaces.

One more milestone 
of Sanghvi Group.....



Here luxurious lifestyle comes with multiple health benefits. Being surrounded by nature, it improves complete health, both physical and mental. Due to our busy lifestyles, there is a 

general human tendency to develop many city centric  illnesses. The biggest gift to its resident, the green healthy  living of Sanghvi EcoCity is help to reduce stress and depression. In 

addition to this, according to study, the luxurious nature boosts immune system, lowers blood pressure and increases energy level. To sum up, Sanghvi EcoCity offers a complete 

package of joy of healthy living
.

Sanghvi EcoCity is planned on a sprawling 13 acre area, of which, nature resides in 4 acres and the rest in luxury. A healthy township, it has conservation plans like rain water 

harvesting, solar panels and sewage treatment plant. It is a perfect blend of greenery, luxury, tranquility, leisure bundles with uninterrupted hill view. 

Presenting Sanghvi Ecocity: Live healthy.

Welcome To Healthy Living....Sanghvi Ecocity

Actual View,  Every Day,  Forever....
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A dip in the swimming pool is just what you 

would need to chill on a hot sunny day. Unwind 

in style after a hard day's work with a splash in 

the pool. You can even bring your toddler and 

teach them the art of swimming at the special 

toddler Pool. 

Swimming Pool

The grand Clubhouse is the ideal place for 

recreation and rejuvenation. If you are in a 

playful mood, try a hand at indoor games like 

pool and table tennis. Here, spend your leisure 

time in mini theater, party hall or cafeteria. If 

you are an avid reader, the Library will be your 

perfect gateway.

Clubhouse

Live Healthy gets absolute manifestation  

through state of the art Gym that houses 

modern and sophisticated fitness equipments 

and fitness center. It consists of weights tools 

and exercise machines. The facilities ensures 

regular exercise for the residents, leading to 

many physical and mental health benefits.

Gym Area
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After a tiring day,  a refreshing match of Table 

Tennis or a brain teasing game of Chess will 

surely give the much needed break in life. The 

Game Room houses modern engagement 

games like Pool, Chess, Carom, Table Tennis 

and others that comes handy as a stress busters.

Game Zone

What is more satisfying than treating our Guests 

with luxury and best of hospitality. The Premises 

offers fully equipped and comfortable Guest 

Rooms to house your precious Guests and 

relatives. 

Guest Room

Exclusively designed and treated with luxurious 

interiors, the Mini theater houses, state of the 

art Audio Visual equipments so that you 

don't miss your best of Movies, Music and 

Entertainments.

Mini Theatre
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Layout Plan 
01. Garden

02. Club House

03. Phase - I

04. Phase - II

05. Phase - III

06. Commercial Complex

07. Temple

08. Proposed School

09. D.P Road

10. 4 Acre R.G. Area

11. Building Entrance Gate
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 Healthy Living  Amenities 

13. Cafeteria

14. Multi - Purpose Hall

15. Gymnasium

16. Mini Theater

17. Reception

18. Library

19. Game Zone 

20. Party Lawn

21. Swimming Pool

22. Kids Pool

1.   Jogging Track

2.   Sit Out

3.   Bicycle Pathway

4.   Children’s Play Area

5.   Play Lawn

6.   Sitting Area

7.   Open Air Theater

8.   Pavillion

9.   Pergola

10. Green Island

11. Skating

12. Badminton Court
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Typical Floor Plan 
- Woods Building
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1 BHK 1 BHK 2 BHK



Typical Floor Plan 
- Spring Building 
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SPRING 

1.5 BHK 2 BHK
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- Anti-skid rustic tiles 

- Designer full height dado 

- FRP waterproof doors 

- Jaquar C.P. fittings 

  (or equivalent Branded sanitary wares) 

- Anti rust PVC body exhaust fan 

- Branded geyser in master bathroom

Toilet

Living 
- Vitrified 2x2 flooring 

- Anodized sliding window 

- Designer entrance door with 

  ultra-modern lock 

- One fixed mosquito net shutter in 

master bedroom 

- POP/Gypsum plaster

- Granite kitchen platform 

  with stainless sink 

- Service platform 

- PVC body anti rust exhaust fan 

- Drying yard in kitchen

Kitchen

- Concealed copper wiring with 

  modular switches 

- AC point in living & bedroom 

- Safety features like MCB & ELCB 

- Pre wired internet & telephone 

  connectivity, 

- TV point in living & bedroom

Electrical

- Aesthetically designed exclusive 

  building elevation 

- Podium Car Parking

- Commercial Shops

- High speed lifts 

- Beautifully designed entrance lobby 

- Generator backup for lift

   water pump, staircase light.

- Rain water harvesting

- Solar power

Building

- CCTV in entrance lobby and 

  intercom connected to each flat, 

- Emergency alarm in each apartment 

  connected to security cabinet, 

- Professionally managed 

  24-hour security, 

- Advanced fire fighting system, 

- Landscape garden with 

  Children's play area

Security

Library

Podium Parking

Sports Arena

Children’s Play Area

Temple

Amenities



Tardeo Lower Parel Byculla Byculla

Sanghvi Paradise Asangaon (Shahapur)

Shree Mohankheda Heights
Ghodapdeo - Mazgaon

Sanghvi Jewel
Malad

Sanghvi Heights
Wadala

Sanghvi Nisarg
Lonavla

Our Other Landmark Projects

Current

Forthcoming 
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Disclaimer : Plans are subject to approval from competent authority. The contents of this brochure are purely conceptual and have no legal binding on us. 

The Developer reserves the right to amend the layout, number of building, number of offices, elevation, colour schemes, specifications and amenities.

Corporate Office:
Sanghvi S3 Group 
Sanjana Mansion, Near Abja Tower
Dr. B.A.Road, Byculla (E) Mumbai 400027
Call: (022) 2378 7000 
info@sanghvigroup.co.in | www.sanghvigroup.co.in

Site Address:
Sanghvi EcoCity, Near Hermitage Society 
& Mahavishnu Temple, Near Thakur Mall,
Near Dahisar Check Post, Mira Road (E) 
Call : (022) 688 888 66 / 28457 300/400

Distance from 

Airport : 19 km

Distance from 

BKC : 26 km

Distance from 

Borivali Stn : 4 km

Location Plan 

Sanjay Gandhi 
Rashtriya Udyan
(National Park)
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